Requirements for a minor may be completed at any campus location offering the specified courses for the minor. Students may not change from a campus that offers their major to a campus that does not offer their major for the purpose of completing a minor.

What is History?
History offers a compelling vision of human activity and capability— from the heights of human creativity and compassion, to the depths of cruelty. It offers a unique analytical perspective on the world, too, because it brings to bear a comprehensive view that social-science disciplines seldom match. To understand history, we need to know about culture, religion, art, as well as politics and war. The study of history permits a breadth of knowledge, an understanding of trends, and many other intellectual perspectives that allow an individual to better comprehend today’s complex world.

You Might Like This Program If...
- You want your college experience to satisfy your love of history and the humanities while preparing you for your future endeavors.
- You are eager to improve your knowledge of the historical background that will help you to better understand current events.
- You are fascinated by the people and events in Western and non-Western history.
- You dig archaeology and anthropology.
- You'd like to add liberal arts balance to a business or technical degree program.